Specifications
- Soft & comfortable touch
- Natural touch
- Excellent proofing (woven fabric)
- Cool Touch
- UV Protection
- Opacity

Characteristics
- Good moisture management
- Light weight with hollow-core

Applications
- Good moisture management for freshness
- Lightweight from special yarn cross section
- Comfortable and refreshing wear
- Outstanding deodorization effect

Specifications
- Sports Wear

Applications
- Enjoy Freshness & Comfortable
- Superb Sweat-absorbing Property
- Outstanding deodorization effect

Specifications
- Blood flow existing test (in vivo)

Applications
- Sufficient blood flow circulation through thin porous fabric

Specifications
- Blood flow existing test (in vivo)

Applications
- Excellent proofing (woven fabric)

Specifications
- Far-infrared radiation

Applications
- Superb Sweat-absorbing Property
- Outstanding deodorization effect

Specifications
- Far-infrared radiation (%)

Applications
- Sufficient blood flow circulation through thin porous fabric